You can explore this virtual exhibit in two different ways: **360 View** and **Object View**.

To walk through the exhibit in the **360 View**, click on the panoramic images of the galleries. To use the **Object View**, scroll down to explore the displays section-by-section. Switch between the 360 View and Object View at any point. All the images are clickable.

Return to this How To at any time by clicking on “How To” in the Menu in the upper right corner.
To use the Object View, simply scroll down. Or skip to a specific section of the exhibit by using the Menu at the top right hand corner of the page to select a section.
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How To View: Object View

Click on the images and labels to enlarge them.

---

**WHAT CHILDREN SHOULD KNOW**

Children in the North and South were taught very different lessons about slavery.

*The Gospel of Slavery: A Primer of Freedom* portrayed the agonies of slavery in the moral and religious language favored by Northern abolitionists. North Carolina's *First Dixie Reader* instead described warm feelings between owners and slaves. In the *Reader's* pages, Uncle Ned runs away from slavery, but feeling mistreated in the North, he returns by choice to his master.

Both books were published in 1864, three years into the war.


---

**Forever Free**

African Americans immediately volunteered to join the Union's fight against the breakaway Confederacy. But they were not accepted into the military until midway through the war. The change came after the...
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Once you’ve clicked on an image, you can zoom in even further using your mouse wheel, trackpad, or the + and – buttons in the upper left hand corner. Click the house icon to return to the full image.

You may also see additional or related images arranged in thumbnails along the bottom. Select by clicking or tapping on them. Or use the < and > buttons in the upper left hand corner.

To close the viewer, click the red “x” in the upper right hand corner.
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How To View: 360° View

To explore the exhibit in the 360° viewer, click on one the panoramic images.

This will open the 360° viewer, allowing you to explore the exhibit as if you were standing in the museum.
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How To View: 360º View

As you move your cursor, objects and displays will become highlighted. Click on these to open and view images and text.

Zoom in and out by using your mouse wheel or trackpad, or the + and – in the upper left hand corner.

Many objects and displays include multiple images arranged in thumbnails along the bottom. Select by clicking or tapping them. Or use the < and > buttons in the upper left hand corner.

To exit, click the white “x” in the upper right hand corner.
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Click and drag the screen to move around the gallery.Scrolling your mouse wheel or trackpad allows you to zoom in and out. You can also use the controls along the bottom.
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Move to the next scene by clicking on the yellow camera icon.
In addition to using the yellow camera icon, the thumbnails on the bottom bar and the menu in the upper right can be used to move between scenes.
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To return to the Object View of the exhibit, click the red “x” in the upper right corner.

Enjoy!